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Abstract 

Purpose: RTapp™ is a daily dose evaluation software developed by ©SegAna LLC. It utilizes 

deformable image registration (DIR) to recontour structures and evaluate the dose delivered in 

every fraction. The program updates patient anatomy based on daily cone-beam CT and assesses 

the dose distribution according to the detected changes. RTapp™ can be a useful tool in lung 

stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) to avoid underdosing target and overdosing organs at 

risk (OARs). In this study, the feasibility of RTapp™ to assess the quality of treatment delivered 

in every fraction was investigated. 

Methods: 20 lung SBRT patients were retrospectively analyzed with RTapp™. For each patient, 

the simulation CT images, treatment structures, plan, and dose from Pinnacle3 treatment planning 

system, daily CBCT from MOSAIQ record and verify system, and pre-treatment couch alignment 

information from Varian on-board imaging (OBI) software were imported into the RTapp™ 

software. Bidirectional DIR was applied to update the planning target volumes and OARs and the 

dose distribution to the patient's daily anatomy. The ability of RTapp™ to deform structures and 

update dose was validated. The deformed RTapp™ ITV (rtITV) was compared to physician-drawn 

ITV (pITV). Dice coefficient (DC) and Hausdorff distance (HD) were used to analyze the overlap 

and similarity of the two structures in 3D Slicer. The accuracy of dose calculations by RTapp™ 

was evaluated by recalculating the doses with Pinnacle3 for the target coverage and several dose 

metrics to lungs, heart, cord, esophagus, and airway. 

Results: Ten, three, and one out of 20 patients showed more than 5% decrease in PTV V100%, PTV 

V90%, and both ITV V100% and GTV V100%, respectively. Five patients were selected to validate 

RTapp™'s ability to deform structures and dose. The mean (± standard deviation) values of the 

Dice coefficient ranged from 0.75 to 0.81, with a mean of 0.78 ± 0.03, indicating good agreements 
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between the rtITV and pITV. Meanwhile, the average, 95%, and maximum HD had mean values 

(± standard deviation) 1.44 ± 0.27 mm, 3.61 ±0.62 mm and 6.14 ± 1.24 mm respectively. The 

difference in the PTV coverage had the largest variation.  Difference in PTV V100% and PTV V90% 

have variance values of 42.41% and 8.89% respectively, compared to ITV V100% and GTV V100% 

with variance of 3.67% and 0.88% respectively. 97% of the fractions had the ITV and GTV 

coverage difference within ± 2.5%. The difference in the dose to OARs was the highest in regions 

with a steep dose gradient, specifically, the dose to lungs. 

Conclusion: The ability of RTapp™ as a daily dose evaluation tool to maintain the quality of lung 

SBRT treatment was validated. The fast auto-segmentation and dose distribution updates 

according to daily anatomical changes provided by the RTappTM software is highly beneficial as a 

step towards the realization of adaptive radiation therapy without introducing time and resource 

constraints. However, further studies are necessary to validate the accuracy of RTapp™ DIR for 

clinical applications.  
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Lung stereotactic body radiation therapy 

Lung stereotactic body radiation therapy (SBRT) is a hypofractionated radiotherapy 

procedure. Compared to conventional radiotherapy, higher doses per fraction are delivered in 

fewer fractions. The radiobiological endpoint of SBRT is better tumor control with lower normal 

tissue toxicity. To achieve such a goal, SBRT requires highly conformal dose distributions and a 

sharp decrease in dose gradients outside of targets. These are achieved by precise volume 

delineation, motion management, and accurate tumor localization with the guidance of advanced 

imaging procedures and rigorous treatment planning methods1,2,3.  

Computed tomography (CT) is the primary procedure to acquire simulation images for 

clear visualization of the targets and patient anatomy. The gross tumor volume (GTV) and organs-

at-risk (OARs), which include the esophagus, trachea, bronchi, spinal cord, and heart, are outlined 

according to clinically approved protocols. Maximum intensity projection (MIP) images derived 

from four-dimensional CT (4DCT) can provide more information on internal target volume (ITV) 

by accounting for intrafraction target motion due to respiration and cardiac function4,5. Also, an 

abdominal compression device is used during CT simulation and treatment to suppress target 

motion, enabling a reduction of the size of target margins6,7.  

The integration of advanced imaging procedures, motion management, and tumor 

localization in SBRT enables a smaller margin, thus a relatively tighter planning target volume 

(PTV). SBRT treatment planning aims to optimize dose metrics to the PTV and OARs by 

delivering a conformed high dose to targets with sharp isotropic dose fall-off and minimizing the 

dose spillage to normal tissues. This optimization is achieved by using ten or more coplanar or 
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non-coplanar beams. Prescription dose is directed to a lower isodose line, between 60% to 90% 

dose, which results in the maximum dose occurring within the PTV4,7,8. Prescription dose, the 

number of fractions, and treatment planning criteria are determined according to respective lung 

SBRT protocols. 

The position during simulation CT is reproduced in the course of treatment. The 

combination of image-guided patient positioning and motion management devices is of paramount 

importance to minimize intra- and inter-fraction position errors. In addition to laser-based 

alignment, cone-beam CT (CBCT) is used to perform more reliable and precise patient positioning, 

especially in lung SBRT, where target visualization is needed for precise target positioning7,9. 

Immobilization devices such as chest compression, body frame, and vacuum cushion are effective 

in reducing the patient's motion during treatment and minimize respiratory motion6,10,11. These 

localization methods also ensure the reproducibility of patient position in every fraction. 

1.2. Daily dose evaluation  

Radiation therapy treatment is generally delivered with the assumption that the anatomy of 

the patient remains the same as the simulation CT. However, anatomical changes due to the change 

in tumor volume, the position shift of the structures due to organ filling or emptying, or patient 

weight loss might occur during treatment. These anatomical changes may result in geometric and 

dose variations, which can compromise target coverage and OAR doses when suitable plan 

modifications are not done12. The intra- and inter-fraction geometric and dose variations are minor 

in lung SBRT due to the smaller number of fractions and strict motion management13. However, 

compared to conventional therapy, the volume of the target is smaller, and the dose delivered per 

fraction is larger. Hence, if any geometric or dose variations are not detected, significant 
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underdosing of target or dose spillage to OARs might occur14. Consequently, the daily changes of 

the tumor position and size in lung SBRT necessitate performing daily dose evaluation15,16,17,18. 

Daily dose evaluation is advantageous to detect plans that exceed tolerance guidelines and 

identify the need for plan adaptation. It leverages daily acquired images, mainly the readily 

available CBCT, to update anatomical and dosimetric information. Although it is inferior to that 

of the planning CT, the soft-tissue contrast and spatial resolution of CBCT is adequate for target 

and structure delineation and can be used for volume tracking throughout the treatment19,20. Also, 

the dose calculated on CBCT can be used by comparing it with the plan dose. The dose calculation 

requires a Hounsfield unit (HU)-to-density table calibrated to the CBCT modality and the contours 

of structures to consider any anatomical changes21,22,23. However, manual structure segmentation 

is a challenge to implement daily dose evaluation due to time requirements, an increase in 

workload, and interobserver variability. 

Deformable image registration (DIR) distorts voxels of a moving image to align it with a 

reference image. The magnitude and direction of the distortion are defined as the deformable 

vector field (DVF)24. It can mitigate the limitations of manual delineation by utilizing DVF to map 

the original planning structures to the deformed images25. DIR can also be used to estimate dose 

accumulation by deforming dose grids and to integrate the deformed dose in each treatment 

fractions26,27. By employing CBCT and DIR for daily dose evaluation, the applicability of the 

original treatment plan to the new condition can be evaluated for the dosimetry consistency and 

accuracy. 
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1.3. RTapp™  

RTapp™ is a daily dose evaluation software developed by ©SegAna LLC (Orlando, FL). 

It can be used as a tool to assess the quality of daily treatment delivery. The software uses treatment 

plan information and daily treatment images to visualize anatomy variations in every fraction and 

analyze whether the change will cause out-of-tolerance dosimetric constraints. Treatment 

constraints are evaluated by comparing the achieved constraint values against recommended 

values in the Radiation Therapy Oncology Group (RTOG) protocols and values approved during 

treatment planning. 

RTapp™ performs daily dose evaluation using the treatment plan, dose, structures, 

registration information, and CBCT images. By processing the daily data, users can evaluate if 

patient realignment or daily anatomy changes will result in suboptimal treatments. It will mark a 

plan with “REVIEW” if the achieved quantities exceed 5% difference from plan values or “NOT 

MET” if constraints exceed RTOG recommended values. The percent difference can be changed 

to a more lenient or stricter threshold. Figure 1.1 shows the RTapp™ interface. Users can 

simultaneously view the planning and treatment images, examine dose-volume histograms (DVH) 

of structures, and analyze the dose trend of each structure to make clinical decisions accordingly28.  
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Figure 1.1: RTapp™ main interface. Users are equipped with tools for importing, aligning images, 

generating a report, and anonymizing a study in the top toolbar. The planning image and treatment image 

are shown side by side, and both planning and updated structures displayed simultaneously in the treatment 

image panel.  

A prominent aspect of RTapp™ is the implementation of DIR algorithms to provide fast 

structure recontouring and update the dose to target and OARs29. The intensity-based DIR 

algorithm calculates the degree of image similarity by matching anatomical areas with similar 

pixel values. It occurs in both directions, registering the planning image to the treatment image 

and vice versa. The DVF obtained from the bi-directional DIR is used to deform planning 

structures and dose distribution. The deformed dose is displayed in the treatment image. RTapp™ 

updates the dose to the deformed structures and enables analysis of both daily dose and estimation 

of accumulated dose to the current fraction. RTapp™ also predicts when the treatment plans will 

become out-of-tolerance.   
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1.4. Aims  

In this study, the feasibility of RTapp™ for lung SBRT was investigated by validating 

RTapp™'s DIR capability to deform the planning structures and dose.  

1) The deformed ITVs were compared with physician-drawn ITVs by using DIR metrics, Dice 

coefficient and Hausdorff distance, which analyze the overlapping and dissimilarities of the 

structures, respectively. 

2)  Once the reliability of RTapp™'s DIR is established, the updated dose distributions were 

compared to the dose calculated in the Pinnacle3 treatment planning system. The comparison 

was made between RTapp™ and Pinnacle3 for the dose metrics as per RTOG 0813 protocol 

for GTV, ITV, PTV, lungs, heart, cord, esophagus, and airway.  
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2. Methods and Materials 

2.1. Patients 

Twenty patients with non-small cell lung cancer, who underwent lung SBRT treatment, 

were selected. The planning CT images were taken with a Phillips Brilliance Big Bore CT 

simulator (Phillips, Amsterdam, Netherlands). Elekta body frame with chest compression plate 

(Elekta, Stockholm, Sweden) and Civco Vac-Lok vacuum cushion (CIVCO Medical Solutions, 

Orange City, IA) were used for immobilization of patients during the CT simulation and SBRT 

treatments. The SBRT treatment was planned with a Pinnacle3 treatment planning system (TPS) 

(Philips Radiation Oncology Systems, Fitchburg, WI). The dose specification and dose-volume 

limits to critical organs followed the RTOG 0813 guideline. The prescription dose of 45-54 Gy 

was delivered to an isodose level of 80% to 90% in three or five fractions. Patients were treated 

on Varian TrueBeam linear accelerator (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, CA) equipped with 

onboard CBCT imager. Daily CBCT images were acquired for treatment positioning. The data of 

the daily couch shifts for isocenter alignment were saved in the MOSAIQ software (Elekta, 

Stockholm, Sweden). 

Figure 2.1 summarizes the process to analyze the feasibility of RTapp™ as a daily dose 

evaluation tool. The ability of RTapp™ DIR algorithm to propagate contours and update dose 

needs to be confirmed to establish confidence in the reported treatment plan evaluation. The target 

volumes are compared against physician-drawn target volumes, while the updated dose calculation 

results are compared against Pinnacle3 dose calculation. The methods to compare both structures 

and doses will be discussed in sections 2.3 and 2.4, respectively. 
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Figure 2.1. Workflow to analyze the feasibility of RTapp™ 

2.2. RTapp™ dosimetric evaluation 

Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) files of planning CT and 

CBCT images, structure set, dose, and plan, and spatial registration object (SRO) files containing 

alignment information were imported for processing in RTapp™. The anatomy type (Thorax 

SBRT), and lung SBRT dose metric, and structures were selected upon data retrieval on RTapp™. 

Table 2.1 shows the structures and UMMC dose metrics chosen for the treatment plans. RTapp™ 

reports contain the plan, achieved, and accumulated constraint values. RTapp™ allows the 

selection of a DIR parameter related to the bias of the algorithm in detecting deformation. The 

Data import 

• Pinnacle3 - Planning CT, dose, plan and structure set DICOM files 

• MOSAIQ - Treatment CBCT 

• Varian OBI - Daily registration SRO files (retreived from MOSAIQ) 

RTappTM dosimetric evaluation 

• DIR - Structures recontouring and dose calculation 

• Report – Plan evaluation as per RTOG protocols 

• Data export – Deformed CT and structures for DIR and dose analysis 

Validation of structure segmentation 

• Pinnacle3 - Delineation of ITV on CBCT 

by a radiation oncologist 

• 3D Slicer - Dice coefficient and 

Hausdorff distance analysis   

Validation of dose calculation 

• Pinnacle3 – dose recalculation to target 

volumes and OARs 

 

RTapp™ exported CT and structures 
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Conservative parameter makes it less likely for the algorithm to identify a displaced voxel while 

selecting Aggressive makes the algorithm more sensitive to displaced voxel. The nominal choice, 

Neutral DIR parameter, was used to process all 20 patients.  

Table 2.1. List of structures and their corresponding dose metric analyzed in RTapp™. 

Structures Dose metric 

GTV V100% ≥ 99% 

ITV V100% ≥ 99% 

RTOG PTV V100% ≥ 95%, V90% ≥ 99% 

Left and right lungs D1500cc ≤ 12.5 Gy, D1000cc ≤ 13.5Gy 

Heart D15cc ≤ 32 Gy  

Cord D0.25cc ≤ 22.5 Gy, D0.5cc ≤ 13.5 Gy, 

Esophagus D5cc ≤ 27.5 Gy 

Airway D4cc ≤ 18 Gy 

  

2.3. Validation of the structure segmentation algorithm of RTapp™ 

An experienced radiation oncologist delineated the ITV (pITV) on all CBCT for five 

selected plans. The volumes of pITV and RTapp™ deformed ITV (rtITV) were computed in 

Pinnacle3. The similarity of pITV and rtITV was analyzed in the free open-source software, 3D 

Slicer, by analyzing the geometric-based DIR metrics: Dice coefficient (DC) and Hausdorff 

distance (HD)30. Both DIR metrics are widely used to evaluate the performance of the deformed 

image registration31,32,33,34,35. Rigid registration was used to align the deformed CT to the daily 

CBCT via the “Transforms” module in 3D Slicer. The centers of mass (COM) of the two ITVs 
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were aligned by minimizing the distance between the two COMs. The coordinates of COMs, 

(x,y,z), of the two ITVs were identified in Segment Comparison of the “Radiotherapy” module. 

The x-, y- and z- axes correspond to left-right, anterior-posterior, and inferior-superior directions. 

Translations in these three directions were equal to the difference between the points x, y, and z, 

respectively, of the two ITVs.   

Note that DC indicates the degree of overlapping between rtITV and pITV. DC is a measure 

of the similarity of the automatically generated rtITV to the reference pITV36,37. It is given by, 

𝐷𝐶 =
2|𝑟𝑡𝐼𝑇𝑉 ∩ 𝑝𝐼𝑇𝑉|

|𝑟𝑡𝐼𝑇𝑉| + |𝑝𝐼𝑇𝑉|
 

where DC of zero indicates no overlapping, and conversely, DC of unity indicates perfect 

overlapping38.  

Meanwhile, HD calculates the maximum distance between the two closest neighboring 

points of the segmentations. It is sensitive to outliers, which is valuable to detect a large 

segmentation error39,40. It is given by,  

ℎ(𝑟𝑡𝐼𝑇𝑉, 𝑝𝐼𝑇𝑉) = max
𝑎∈𝑟𝑡𝐼𝑇𝑉

min
𝑏∈𝑝𝐼𝑇𝑉

‖𝑎 − 𝑏‖ 

where h is the directed Hausdorff distance. It is the maximum distance for all points a to the closest 

point b. Three types of Hausdorff distances were computed in this study: average HD, 95% HD, 

and maximum HD41. Average HD is the average of h(rtITV,pITV) and h(pITV,rtITV), while 95% 

HD is h greater or equal to exactly 95% of the other points. The max HD is the maximum of the 

two h and is also known as the undirected Hausdorff distance, given by 

𝐻(𝑟𝑡𝐼𝑇𝑉, 𝑝𝐼𝑇𝑉) = max((ℎ(𝑟𝑡𝐼𝑇𝑉, 𝑝𝐼𝑇𝑉), ℎ(𝑟𝑡𝐼𝑇𝑉, 𝑝𝐼𝑇𝑉)). 
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Figure 2.2 shows a representation of DC and HD when comparing two structures. Average HD is 

HD averaged overall points and is less sensitive to the outlier, overall. 

 

Figure 2.2. The shaded area corresponds to the overlapping of the structures, while HD indicates the 

Hausdorff distance between two points of the structures. 

2.4. Validation of RTapp™ dose calculation algorithm 

RTapp™ deformed CT and structures were exported to Pinnacle3 for dose calculation. We 

used the Dynamic Planning module of Pinnacle3 for the analysis42. The module automatically 

applied rigid registration to align the planning CT images to the deformed CT images.  The dose 

prescriptions and beam setups used for treatment plans were applied to the RTapp™ deformed CT 

and the structure set. Manual adjustments of treatment isocenter and/or GTV were made to ensure 

the treatment isocenter is at the GTV's center of mass. Table 2.2 lists the compared dose metrics 

to validate the accuracy of the dose calculations of RTapp™.  

Additionally, the dose metrics given in Table 2.1 were compared to validate the treatment 

objectives evaluated by RTapp™ against the objectives calculated in Pinnacle3. Furthermore, the 

difference in volumes that received specific doses was compared.  

HD 
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Table 2.2. Dose metrics used to validate dosimetric results in RTapp™ against the dose metrics calculated 

in TPS. 

Structures Dose metrics 

GTV V100%  

ITV V100%  

RTOG PTV V100%, V90% 

Left and right lungs D1500cc, D1000cc, V2.6Gy 

Heart D15cc, V6.4Gy, 

Cord D0.25cc, D0.5cc V4.5Gy, 

Esophagus D5cc, V5.5Gy, 

Airway D4cc, V3.6Gy, 
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3. Results 

3.1. RTapp™ dosimetric evaluation 

3.1.1. Target coverage 

Figure 3.1 displays a report generated by RTapp™ that shows the patient information, plan 

details, and dose metrics. The results of processed structures are shaded blue. Table 3.1 

summarizes the differences between the target coverage of the plan and the target coverage 

estimated by RTapp™ after treatment. Positive values indicate an overestimation of RTapp™ 

estimated target coverage. Ten patients showed a decrease of more than 5% in PTV V100%. The 

PTV V90% value of three patients decreased by more than 5%. Only one patient showed a decrease 

of more than 5% in both ITV and GTV V100%. Figure 3.2 shows the RTappTM results for all five 

fractions of three patients. RTappTM suggested that the PTV V90% of RTAT 3529 and the PTV V90%, 

ITV V 100%, and GTV V100% of RTAT 74FD already decreased by more than 5% at the first fraction. 

On the other hand, the PTV V90% of RTAT 20B8 was not compromised until the third fraction. 
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Figure 3.1: The first page of the report generated by RTapp™. The dosimetric analysis of the selected 

structures are shaded blue, and the plan Status is flagged "REVIEW" for Dmax to airway because the 

achieved value exceeds the plan value. 
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Table 3.1. Plan prescriptions and differences of target coverage: PTV V100% and V90%, ITV V100%, and GTV 

V100% of the treatment plan and RTapp™ (at the completion of treatment). 

Patient 

Plan dose 

(Gy) 

Number of 

fractions 

Isodose 

line 

ΔPTV 

V100% (%) 

ΔPTV 

V90% (%) 

ΔITV 

V100% (%) 

ΔGTV 

V100% (%) 

RTAT A561 54 3 90 -4.65 -1.23 -0.09 0 

RTAT 2AC4 50 5 80 -3.01 -0.49 0 0 

RTAT 267D 50 5 90 -4.1 -2.45 -1.46 -0.51 

RTAT 20B8 50 5 79 -12.1 -5.62 0 0 

RTAT 3529 54 3 85 2.16 -6.02 -3.22 -2.45 

RTAT 716F 54 3 87 -6.97 -2.8 -1.8 -0.46 

RTAT 74FE 50 5 85 -8.67 -3.89 -0.91 -0.91 

RTAT 8C16 50 5 80 0.94 0.15 0 0 

RTAT 7F44 50 5 92 -7.07 -1.78 0 0 

RTAT 2EC9 45 5 90 -5.57 -0.8 -0.28 -0.07 

RTAT 882B 54 3 90 -5.81 -3.06 -0.16 0 

RTAT E83F 50 5 85 -8.83 -1.36 -0.09 0 

RTAT DD43 50 5 85 1.2 0.07 0 0 

RTAT 74FD 40 5 90 -9.69 -8.29 -7.21 -5.34 

RTAT AF8F 50 5 80 -2.36 -0.46 -0.38 -0.41 

RTAT 3E47 54 3 83 -6.47 -1.8 0 0 

RTAT 2CA2 50 5 80 -0.8 -0.28 0 0 

RTAT C7CB 50 5 81 -3.54 -0.26 0 0 

RTAT FB7C 50 5 80 -3.62 -0.35 0 0 

RTAT 9F44 54 3 80 -10.95 -4.16 0 0 
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Figure 3.2. Coverage difference between treatment plan and RTapp™ predictions at the end of every 

fraction for three patients. The dashed line represents the tolerance value of -5% difference. 

Figure 3.3 summarizes the dose metric of OARs listed in Table 2.1 for all patients. At every 

fraction, RTappTM predicted the treatment dose, which is the dose at treatment completion 

accounting for the anatomical conditions on that fraction and assuming if the conditions persist to 

the end of the treatment course. All predicted treatment-completion dose to OARs did not exceed 

RTOG 0813 recommended values given in Table 2.1. The mean, median, and standard deviation 

of the differences between planning and treatment OAR dose metrics are shown in Table 3.2. The 

doses to the lungs, heart, and the 0.25 cc of the cord showed an increase at the treatment completion, 

while the doses to the esophagus, airway, and the 0.5 cc of the cord decreased. Figure 3.4 

summarized the difference between the planning dose to OARs and the predicted dose to OARs at 

the treatment completion for every fraction.  
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Figure 3.3. Predicted dose to the critical volume of OARs at treatment completion for every fraction based 

on RTOG 0813. The red crosses indicate the maximum dose to the critical volumes.  

Table 3.2. Mean, median, and standard deviation of the difference between dose metrics to OAR at 

treatment completion compared to planning doses. 

Dose metric Mean Median Standard deviation 

Right lung D1500cc (Gy) 0.69 0.72 0.22 

Right lung D1000cc (Gy) 1.02 1.04 0.32 

Left lung D1500cc (Gy) 0.46 0.34 0.24 

Left lung D1000cc (Gy) 0.78 0.44 1.54 

Heart D15cc (Gy) 0.46 0.32 0.25 

Cord D0.25cc (Gy) 0.43 0.54 0.54 
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Cord D0.5cc (Gy) -0.04 -0.04 0.32 

Esophagus D5cc (Gy) -0.21 -0.09 0.25 

Airway D4cc (Gy) -0.04 0.01 0.27 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Difference between planning OAR dose metrics to treatment dose metrics predicted in RTapp™ 

3.1.2: Target volumes 

Tables 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 compile the difference between RTapp™-predicted and planning 

PTV, ITV, and GTV, respectively. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show the relationship between the relative 

volume difference given by 
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑅𝑇𝑎𝑝𝑝−𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛

𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑛
 and the difference of metrics  PTV V100%, PTV 

V90%, ITV V100% and GTV V100%. 

Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show that the relative volume differences of PTV, ITV, and GTV were 

positive for most cases. This means that RTappTM often provided larger target volumes than the 
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plan volume. The metric differences were negative when the relative volume difference of PTV 

was positive. But, when the relative volume difference of PTV was negative, the metric difference 

values were either positive or negative. On the other hand, the metric differences of ITV and GTV 

were always negative, indicating the ITV and GTV coverages were consistently underestimated 

by RTappTM regardless of the amount and direction of volume change. 

From Figure 3.6, we found a weak negative correlation between volume difference with 

ITV V100% and GTV V100% (r = -0.18 for both metrics). However, Figure 3.5 shows that there is a 

stronger correlation with PTV V100% and PTV V90% (r = -0.62 and -0.38, respectively). This 

correlation implies that RTapp™ predicts lower target coverage when the target volume increases. 

However, RTAT 3529 shows decreasing tumor volume throughout the treatment, but this case was 

predicted to have an underdosing of PTV V90%. This implies that it is not sufficient to predict the 

underdosing of target volume solely by observing the dynamic change of tumor volume. RTapp™ 

prevents this overlook by estimating the dose accumulation in every fraction.  

Table 3.3. The planning PTV and difference between the planning PTV and RTapp™ predicted PTV in 

every fraction. 

Patient 

Planning PTV PTV volume difference (cc) 

(cc) Fx 1 Fx 2 Fx 3 Fx 4 Fx 5 

RTAT A561 14.67 0.28 0.38 1.14 - - 

RTAT 2AC4 29.01 2.57 3.02 2.26 2.4 1.83 

RTAT 267D 45.93 0 4.52 2.28 4.17 3.16 

RTAT 20B8 7.95 0.49 0.52 0.77 0.75 0.98 

RTAT 3529 12.85 -1.07 -0.88 -0.54 - - 

RTAT 716F 12.52 1.28 0.88 2.05 - - 

RTAT 74FE 43.83 3.92 13.11 6.51 4.41 7.03 
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RTAT 8C16 12.25 -0.35 -0.38 -0.57 -0.06 -0.19 

RTAT 7F44 68.47 -1.12 3.8 2.63 2.65 3.27 

RTAT 2EC9 36.05 1.98 3.5 1.88 -1.58 -2.26 

RTAT 882B 28.6 3.36 3.07 3.8 - - 

RTAT E83F 15.78 1.53 2.09 2.82 1.98 1.91 

RTAT DD43 23.22 -0.55 -0.67 -0.89 -0.86 0.87 

RTAT 74FD 29.95 3.7 5.33 3.92 4.06 2.77 

RTAT AF8F 7.68 0.14 0.65 0.39 0.45 0.87 

RTAT 3E47 8.32 0.65 1.41 0.87 - - 

RTAT 2CA2 11.65 0.06 0.25 0.11 -0.09 0.01 

RTAT C7CB 13.7 0.73 1.23 1.58 0.35 1.02 

RTAT FB7C 15.26 -0.8 0.41 0.74 0.32 0.76 

RTAT 9F44 8.43 0.06 0.94 0.34 - - 

 

Table 3.4. The planning ITV and difference between the planning ITV and RTapp™ predicted ITV in every 

fraction. 

Patient 

Planning ITV ITV volume difference (cc) 

(cc) Fx 1 Fx 2 Fx 3 Fx 4 Fx 5 

RTAT A561 2.71 -0.05 -0.04 -0.04 - - 

RTAT 2AC4 8.7 0.36 1.11 0.88 0.5 0.36 

RTAT 267D 16.28 0 1.42 0.4 0.82 0.53 

RTAT 20B8 1.09 0.12 0.07 0.1 0.1 0.1 

RTAT 3529 2.35 -0.22 -0.21 -0.02 - - 

RTAT 716F 1.97 0.36 0.24 0.45 - - 

RTAT 74FE 14.09 1.12 4.72 3.45 1.86 3.56 

RTAT 8C16 1.9 -0.16 -0.09 -0.18 -0.05 -0.06 
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RTAT 7F44 24.07 2.21 2.25 1.73 1.8 1.1 

RTAT 2EC9 18.84 1.58 2.65 1.36 -1.6 -2.24 

RTAT 882B 3.21 0.38 0.57 0.38 - - 

RTAT E83F 2.84 0.69 0.93 0.94 1.06 1.01 

RTAT DD43 6.44 0.08 0.51 0.22 0.53 0.85 

RTAT 74FD 8.81 1.44 2.06 1.78 1.46 1.21 

RTAT AF8F 1.35 0.07 0.19 0.16 0.1 0.23 

RTAT 3E47 1.07 0.14 0.27 0.15 - - 

RTAT 2CA2 2.45 -0.02 -0.04 0.03 -0.07 0.02 

RTAT C7CB 2.64 0.23 0.39 0.54 0.16 0.12 

RTAT FB7C 2.6 -0.12 0.11 0.18 0 0.09 

RTAT 9F44 1.15 0.12 0.25 0.18 - - 

 

Table 3.5. The planning GTV and difference between the planning GTV and RTapp™ predicted GTV in 

every fraction. 

Patient 

Planning GTV GTV Volume difference (cc) 

(cc) Fx 1 Fx 2 Fx 3 Fx 4 Fx 5 

RTAT A561 1.77 -0.03 -0.02 -0.11 - - 

RTAT 2AC4 5.2 0.3 0.71 0.59 0.2 0.27 

RTAT 267D 12.39 0 1.09 0.39 0.78 0.5 

RTAT 20B8 0.68 0.09 0.02 0.04 0.05 0.06 

RTAT 3529 1.18 -0.1 -0.1 -0.02 - - 

RTAT 716F 1.39 0.31 0.15 0.34 - - 

RTAT 74FE 14.07 1.13 4.61 3.45 1.86 3.56 

RTAT 8C16 1.34 -0.08 -0.05 -0.09 -0.01 0.01 

RTAT 7F44 10.79 1.43 1.4 1.19 1.11 0.42 
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RTAT 2EC9 15.47 1.44 2.57 1.43 -1.53 -2.11 

RTAT 882B 1.21 0.05 0.13 0.09 - - 

RTAT E83F 1.78 0.57 0.73 0.69 0.85 0.78 

RTAT DD43 5.28 0.1 0.53 0.29 0.58 0.82 

RTAT 74FD 5.22 1.19 1.46 1.53 1.06 0.93 

RTAT AF8F 1.24 0.05 0.17 0.17 0.09 0.21 

RTAT 3E47 0.71 0.1 0.18 0.09 - - 

RTAT 2CA2 1.29 0.01 -0.02 0.04 -0.04 0.01 

RTAT C7CB 2.17 0.19 0.34 0.44 0.14 0.11 

RTAT FB7C 1.17 -0.07 -0.04 0.09 -0.02 -0.01 

RTAT 9F44 0.71 0.1 0.2 0.16 - - 

 

 

Figure 3.5. Relationship between planning and RTapp™ PTV V100% and PTV V90% difference with relative 

PTV volume difference.  
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Figure 3.6. Relationship between planning and RTapp™ ITV V100% and GTV V100% difference with relative 

ITV and GTV volume difference. 

 

3.2 Validation of the structure segmentation algorithm of RTapp™ 

Figure 3.7 shows the correlation between the RTapp™ estimated ITV (rtITV) to the 

physician-drawn ITV (pITV). Two of the five cases in the graph, RTAT 20B8 and RTAT 74FD, 

were identified in section 3.1 to have compromised PTV V90% and ITV V100% at the completion of 

treatment. The volumes of these cases are smaller than the other three cases on the graph. Figure 

3.8 shows the rtITV and pITV for all five fractions. As seen in Figure 3.7, the rtITV highly 

correlated with their corresponding pITV (r = 0.96); however, Figure 3.8 indicates that the 

interfraction volume trend of rtITV and pITV did not agree with each other. For example, the 

volume of pITV of RTAT 267D decreased after fraction 3, but the volume of rtITV shows no 

significant decrease in the same fractions.  
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Figure 3.7: Correlation between volumes of rtITV and pITV for five selected cases. 

 

Figure 3.8: Volumes of rtITV (dashed) and pITV (solid) during treatment planning (fraction 0) and 

throughout the course of treatment (fraction 1 to 5) for all five patients. 

Table 3.6 lists the mean values of average, 95% and maximum Hausdorff Distance (HD), 

and Dice coefficient (DC), comparing rtITV and pITV for the five patients. The comparison was 

made for all five fractions per patient independently. Overall, the mean values of average, 95% 
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and maximum HD, and DC were 1.44 ± 0.27 mm, 3.61 ±0.62 mm, 6.14 ± 1.24 mm, and 0.78 ± 

0.03 respectively. The DC values are within 0.6 to 0.8 range, which indicates good agreement43. 

The maximum HD also indicates that the dissimilarity between rtITV and pITV was less than 1.0 

cm. Figure 3.9 shows an example of the overlapping of pITV and rtITV of RTAT 267D (mean DC 

= 0.81, mean max HD = 4.89 mm) in fractions 3, 4 and 5. This figure shows that even though the 

overlapping and similarity of the two structures are good, the comparison using DC and HD is 

limited due to the difference in volumes of rtITV and pITV. 

Table 3.6. Mean values of average, 95% and maximum HD, and dice coefficient, their corresponding 

standard deviation. 

Patient 

Ave Hausdorff 

distance (mm) 

95% Hausdorff 

distance (mm) 

Max Hausdorff 

distance (mm) 

Dice 

coefficient 

RTAT 74FE 1.76 ± 0.42 3.40 ± 0.45 8.97 ± 1.03 0.77 ± 0.04 

RTAT 8C16 2.05 ± 0.25 4.43 ± 0.65 8.34 ± 1.73 0.76 ± 0.01 

RTAT 267D 1.49 ± 0.41 1.98 ± 0.19 4.89 ± 1.38 0.81 ± 0.05 

RTAT 20B8 0.62 ± 0.15 2.93 ± 0.83 4.81 ± 1.04 0.75 ± 0.04 

RTAT 74FD 1.29 ± 0.15 3.43 ± 0.79 5.58 ± 1.21 0.79 ± 0.02 
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Figure 3.9: Axial, sagittal and coronal images of RTAT 267D with pITV (red) and rtITV (blue) aligned with 

each other in 3 fractions. From left: Fractions 3, 4, and 5. 

 

 3.3 Validation of RTapp™ dose calculation algorithm 

 Due to technical issues of importing studies into Pinnacle3 for dose recalculation, five 

patients were omitted from this analysis. Hence, only 15 patients totaling 69 treatment fractions 

were used for dose recalculation. The dose metrics, which were the differences between RTapp™ 

predicted and Pinnacle3 calculated values, were analyzed for every fraction. Table 3.7 lists the 

mean, median, and standard deviation of the dose metrics, including all 69 fractions. Positive 

values indicate that RTapp™ overestimates the values of the dose metrics. The dose metrics to 
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PTV, ITV, and GTV are underestimated by RTapp™ while the dose metrics to the OARs are 

overestimated.  

Table 3.7. Comparison of dose metrics between RTapp™ and Pinnacle.  

Dose metric Mean Median Standard deviation 

PTV V100% (%) -6.61 -4.32 4.57 

PTV V90% (%) -1.60 -0.20 1.75 

ITV V100% (%) -0.75 0.00 0.78 

GTV V100% (%) -0.54 0.00 0.69 

Right lung V2.6Gy (cc) 185.22 141.4 109.72 

Left lung V2.6Gy (cc) 52.20 79.87 26.90 

Heart V6.4Gy (cc) 1.10 2.25 11.79 

Cord V4.5Gy (cc) 0.51 0.18 0.41 

Esophagus V5.5Gy (cc) 0.27 0.19 0.78 

Airway V3.6Gy (cc) 1.00 0.26 1.40 

Right lung D1500cc 0.66 0.79 0.60 

Right lung D1000cc 1.05 1.12 0.64 

Left lung D1500cc 0.44 0.29 0.52 

Left lung D1000cc 0.57 0.40 1.15 

Heart D15cc 0.73 0.26 3.00 

Cord D0.25cc 0.31 0.41 1.09 

Cord D0.5cc -0.08 0.08 0.87 

Esophagus D5cc 0.65 0.40 2.22 

Airway D4cc -0.55 0.00 2.21 
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Figure 3.10 summarizes the difference between PTV V100%, PTV V90%, ITV V100%, and 

GTV V100% from RTapp™ and Pinnacle3 for the same images with the same contour data. For the 

histogram plot, the differences within ± 2.5% of the categories are grouped in one bin. Out of 69 

performed calculations, six shows a difference of more than 15% for PTV V100%. The RTapp™ 

reported that the target coverage values of PTV V90% for 46 cases, ITV V100% for 65 cases, and 

GTV V100% for 67 cases were within 0 ± 2.5%. PTV V100% values had the highest variability 

between RTapp™ and Pinnacle3.  

 

Figure 3.10: Difference between PTV V100%, PTV V90%, ITV V100% and GTV V100% reported in RTapp™ and 

Pinnacle3.  

Figure 3.11 shows the distribution of differences between RTapp™ reported OARs dose 

constraint and Pinnacle3's OARs dose constraint. For all computed fractions, the differences of 

airway V3.6Gy/fx, cord V4.5Gy/fx, esophagus V5.5Gy/fx and heart V6.4Gy/fx were close to 0 cc with minor 

deviations. However, the lungs V2.6Gy/fx had higher variability with the maximum difference of 

right lung V2.6Gy/fx being 491.71 cc. Figure 3.12 shows the difference of predicted doses to critical 

volumes between RTapp™ prediction and Pinnacle3 calculation.  
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Figure 3.11: Difference between OARs dose constraints. 

 

Figure 3.12. The difference between RTapp™ predicted values and Pinnacle3 calculated values of dose to 

critical volumes. 
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The range of the difference between the dose to OAR critical volumes calculated in 

RTapp™ and Pinnacle3 as shown in Figure 3.12 is between -2 Gy to 2 Gy for all dose metrics 

except for esophagus D5cc which has a range of -2 Gy to 4 Gy. The extremities for difference of 

dose to critical volumes of heart, esophagus and airway belong to 3 cases and are consistent in all 

fractions. Case RTAT 9F44 recorded mean differences of -8.95 Gy and -3.24 Gy to 15 cc of the 

heart and 5 cc of the esophagus respectively. Meanwhile, case RTAT 74FE has a difference of 

8.76 Gy to 15 cc of the heart and case RTAT 8C16 has a difference of -6.46 Gy to 4 cc of the 

airway. 
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4. Discussion 

4.1 Summary  

RTapp™ is a daily dose evaluation software that utilizes an intensity-based DIR algorithm 

to recontour structures and deform dose. The unique feature of RTapp™ is that it does not require 

a different CT density table for dose calculation. This study investigated the feasibility of RTapp™ 

as a daily evaluation tool by retrospectively analyzing 20 lung SBRT patients. The neutral DIR 

parameter was used in the evaluation of the 20 patients in RTapp™. The RTapp™ program 

compares daily treatment dose metric values against objectives specified during treatment planning 

and values recommended in RTOG protocols. A 5% review threshold was selected in all 

evaluations. For the current study, five patients were selected to compare the RTapp™ deformed 

ITV (rtITV) to physician-drawn ITV (pITV). Five patients were omitted in the dose validation 

process due to the technical issues of exporting the deformed CT and structures. RTapp™ 

calculated dose and Pinnacle3 calculated dose were compared to assess the accuracy of the 

RTapp™’s DIR algorithm to update the dose distribution with the updated structures.  

Current practice relies on visual inspection of the daily CBCT for the change of the tumor 

volume and the patient anatomy in reference to the planning image. This subjective evaluation 

does not address the dosimetric impact of the anatomical variations. RTapp™ not only automates 

structure segmentation using DIR, but it also evaluates the dosimetric effects of anatomical 

variations. The results of dose evaluation in RTapp™ showed the underestimation of PTV, ITV, 

and GTV coverages for seventeen, ten, and seven patients, respectively. There was more than a 

5% decrease of PTV V90% for three patients and of ITV V100% and GTV V100% for one patient 

relative to the planning values. 
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Furthermore, there was a negative correlation between relative volume difference and 

difference between planning PTV coverage values and treatment PTV coverage values. This result 

indicates that increased PTV volume will cause the underdosing of PTV44. Tatekawa et al. 

investigated the changes in tumor volume of lung SBRT and stated that the reduction of tumor 

volume adds a margin to the treatment45. However, in the case of RTAT 3529, the PTV was 

underdosed even though the tumor volume decreases. This observation confirms the importance 

of evaluating the dosimetric impact of anatomical variations. 

4.2. PTV margin reduction by RTapp™  

Figure 3.6 showed that the ITV and GTV coverage is robust against interfraction 

anatomical variations compared to PTV coverage shown in Figure 3.5. This is a result of the 

introduction of a treatment margin that accounts for the differences that can affect the tumor 

coverage46. Sun et al. stated that the interfraction variations in tumor position due to anatomical 

variations for lung SBRT necessitate the introduction of an additional margin for PTV47. RTapp™ 

validates the accuracy of the treatment setup by predicting the dose distribution with the daily 

anatomy and patient repositioning. This validation allows correction for setup errors to be 

performed and confirmed by ensuring the target coverage is maintained, and thus reducing the 

setup errors. Consequently, it is possible to reduce the setup margin with the ability to monitor the 

interfraction variations. The reduction of the SBRT treatment margin can alleviate toxicities and 

complications, especially for tumors situated close to vital organs48,49. 

4.3 Structure segmentation accuracy 

 In this study, the DC and HD analyses were limited to the difference in the volume of ITV 

of five patients. Target delineation using CBCT is susceptible to errors due to the poor quality of 

CBCT images50,51. The generation of ITV considers the internal motion of the tumor due to 
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respiratory motion. The longer acquisition time of CBCT produced an image of the target averaged 

over 12-20 breathing cycles, which is similar to planning ITV52. However, Liu et al. suggest that 

ITV drawn on CBCT is smaller than ITV drawn on 4DCT53. Moreover, the difference in volume 

also might be due to the physician's subjective judgment based on clinically meaningful 

information; whereas, the DIR algorithm uses only the image data or greyscale54. Despite the 

difference between rtITV and pITV, RTapp™ could generate rtITV with good agreement with 

pITV according to the DC and HD results. Akbarzadeh et al. categorized Dice coefficient results 

as follows: 

• DC < 0.2 – Poor agreement 

• 0.2 ≤ DC ≤ 0.4 – Fair agreement 

• 0.6 ≤ DC ≤ 0.8 – Good agreement 

• 0.8 ≤ DC ≤ 1.0 – Excellent agreement 

Based on this categorization, four patient's rtITVs had a good agreement with the corresponding 

pITVs, and one patient's rtITVs had an excellent agreement with the corresponding pITVs.  

4.4. Dose calculation accuracy 

 In every fraction, the DVH parameters of RTappTM were compared with those of the 

treatment plan. The overestimation of dose to OARs was very prominent in the lungs, notably, 

where the dose varied rapidly55,56. The effect of the high dose gradient on the dose calculation 

accuracy was also observed as the higher variation in PTV V100%. The dose outside the prescription 

isodose level, which conformed PTV, fell off quickly. Veiga et al. also observed larger variability 

in deformed dose in regions with a higher dose gradient due to uncertainties in the spatial 

registration57. The dose variations between the RTapp™ calculated dose and Pinnacle3 
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recalculated dose were also influenced by DIR uncertainties. There was a mean difference of 

15.03%, 8.12%, and 5.40% for the right, left lungs, and heart, respectively. The mean difference 

increased for smaller structures of cord, esophagus, and airway, which were 18.43%, 21.08%, and 

17.45%. 

 RTapp™ applies deformation to a limited portion of the planning CT, specifically to the 

same anatomy visualized in the CBCT. This was caused by the limited FOV size, in particular, in 

the superior-inferior direction, of the CBCT system. Hence, some of the structures had contours 

partially deformed by RTappTM. As a result, there is a truncated or displaced anatomy that 

influenced the dose calculation in Pinnacle3. Figure 4.1 shows the displacement of the deformed 

structures compared to the normal anatomy visualized in the planning CT. This displacement 

might cause a specific tissue type to be displaced with different tissue density, which affected the 

dose distributions.  
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Figure 4.1. Displacement of the deformed portion of CT exported from RTapp™ and the planning CT of 

patient RTAT 33B6 in fraction 4. 

This issue can be resolved by directly calculating the dose on CBCT if the CBCT-based 

HU density table is available for dose calculations58,59. However, Yoo et al. concluded that there 

is a difference between the HU density table for CBCT and CT, resulting in a dose discrepancy in 

both homogenous and heterogenous Catphan phantoms60. Yang et al. confirmed that the dose 

difference between CT-based dose calculation and CBCT-based dose calculation is 1% for 
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phantom without motion and 3% for the phantom with motion. For lung cases, a maximum of 5% 

dose difference was observed due to a combination of low image quality of CBCT and motion 

artifact61.  

4.5. DIR accuracy and reliability 

 It is noted that patient RTAT 74FE was aligned poorly during the patient repositioning. 

The images of this patient in Figure 4.2 shows the structures were displaced both in the anterior 

direction and in the transverse direction (to the right). This misalignment affected the accuracy of 

the DIR, resulting in a large volume difference between rtITV and pITV seen in Figures 3.8 and 

3.9. The DIR algorithm had to increase the magnitude and direction of individual voxel distortion 

to align images that are further apart. However, this misalignment only resulted in more than a 5% 

difference in PTV coverage compared to the planning value. It did not cause GTV and ITV 

coverage nor the dose to OARs to be out of tolerance. It is highly advantageous if negative 

dosimetric impacts due to misalignment can be distinguished from effects due to other errors.  

 

Figure 4.2. Misalignment of daily CBCT (right) of patient RTAT 74FE in fraction 5. 
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4.6. Shortcomings and limitations of the current analysis methods 

 Deformable image registration is indeed beneficial for time-efficient recontouring and 

dose-accumulation analysis, but it is difficult to develop validation and interpretation strategies. In 

addition to the DIR metrics such as HD and DC, which were used in this study, Jacobian matrices 

and harmonic energy analyses can provide valuable insights about the physical properties but are 

translated poorly to clinical understanding62. The volume-based dose validation methods used in 

this study are not efficient. The analyses, especially OAR dose validation, are oversensitive to how 

the DIR re-distributes the dose. The comparisons of dose parameters that represent the treatment 

objectives such as D1500cc to lungs or D5cc to esophagus confirmed the validity of RTapp™ to 

recognize the dose to OARs that comply with RTOG protocols. It does not analyze the accuracy 

of the DIR to update dose distribution. The dose metrics analyzed are in regions where dose is 

minimal initially; therefore, the differences are very subtle. The dose validation can be improved 

by analyzing the dose distributions or using the gamma analysis to evaluate the similarity of the 

dose distribution predicted by the DIR algorithm.  

 Previous literature highlighted the use of physical deformable phantoms and the virtual 

phantom library to validate the accuracy and to quantify the uncertainties of DIR-based contouring 

and dose deformation63,64,65,66,67. The phantoms can act as a ground truth due to the known density 

and volume of the structures of interest analyzed. However, it does not provide a good comparison 

of the heterogeneous distribution of tissues with different densities and is very unrealistic 

compared to clinical scenarios. The dose difference in heterogeneity might be larger in the thoracic 

area due to the air and bone difference, and it will be difficult to analyze such a case due to the 

lack of information on the uncertainty regarding respiratory motion. Another improvement that 

can be done is testing out-of-tolerance plans to confirm RTapp™'s ability to flag these plans as 
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“NOT MET”. The ability of RTapp™ to detect a bad plan and how the DIR responds to plans with 

a large difference in tumor volumes, poor patient alignment, or images with artifacts needs to be 

investigated. 

4.7. Expected improvement  

In summary, this study indicates that further analysis is needed to investigate the reliability 

of RTapp™ to assist in clinical decisions by providing objective and quantitative analysis of 

treatment evaluation. The results of this study were obtained by using the early software release of 

RTapp™ (Version 1.0, 31 March 2020 update). SegAna LLC is continuously improving the 

RTapp™ software and will address the preliminary results in this study in the development of the 

software. Three areas of improvement that have been pursued since the release of the build used 

in this study are DIR, volume calculations, and smoothness of the contour drawing. These 

improvements are achieved by customizing DIR parameters so that the algorithm performs the 

best for specific anatomies and utilizing a fractional voxel method for volume calculations, which 

imitates TPS-based volume calculation, especially for structures with smaller volumes. Through 

these improvements, RTapp™ will be a useful daily dose evaluation tool and will benefit lung 

SBRT by improving the accuracy of delivered treatment.  
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5. Conclusions 

 This study aimed to investigate the feasibility of RTapp™ as a daily dose evaluation tool 

in adaptive lung SBRT. The preliminary results obtained using the early release of the software 

indicated that RTapp™ could quickly recontour structures and evaluate the dosimetric impacts of 

interfraction variations. It can be used to support and prompt clinical decisions to improve the 

quality of treatments delivered. Three patients were identified to have a decrease in PTV V90%, and 

one patient have a decrease in ITV V100% and GTV V100% more than 5% of the planning values. 

The increase in PTV volume was found to correlate with the decrease of PTV coverage; however, 

one patient was predicted to have a decrease in PTV coverage despite the decrease of PTV volume. 

This confirms the necessity of software that, in addition to analyzing geometric variation, can 

analyze the dosimetric effects of anatomical changes. The ability of RTapp™'s DIR algorithm to 

automate contouring and update dose distribution was evaluated by using the Dice coefficient and 

Hausdorff distance parameters for comparisons of tumor coverage and dose metrics to OARs in 

Pinnacle3 treatment planning system. The accuracy of the RTapp™ DIR algorithm should be 

investigated further, including comprehensive analyses of the deformed volume and dose, and how 

it responds to failed plans such as plans with dramatic volume change or images with an artifact.  
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